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Agenda
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1. Welcome to the sixth .nz registrars technical forum (Ann).
2. EPP extensions (Dave).
3. EPP changes list (Dave).
5. EPP documentation (Sonya). 
6. Slack channel to connect with us and with other .nz registrars (Ann).
7. Champions newsletter (Ann).
8. Raising issues with the OTE and feedback (Ann).
9. Key dates (Ann).
10. Upcoming discussion topics, questions and closure (Ann and Dave).



Welcome
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Thank you for coming and sharing your time with us today.
● We are happy to collect policy questions and run a separate policy 

session later, but generally this is a registry replacement forum 
focussed on the technical side of the change.

● We are recording this meeting for note taking and we’ll delete the video 
later. Please let us know if you have any privacy concerns.

● Please use the Google Meet chat to ask questions, we’ll answer during 
the meeting and follow up later if necessary.

● You’ll receive these slides and the meeting notes after this call, and 
we’ll share the summary of the call with all registrars.



EPP extensions
The following XSD extensions are supported by InternetNZ Registry System (IRS):
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● contact-1.0 - RFC 5733

● domain-1.0 - RFC 5731

● epp-1.0, eppall-1.0, & eppcom-1.0 - 

RFC 5730

● fee-0.9 - RFC Draft: brown-epp-fees

● fee-0.11 - RFC Draft: regext-epp-fees

● host-1.0 - RFC 5732

● idn-1.0 - RFC Draft: eppext-idnmap

● launch-1.0 - RFC Draft: 

regext-launchphase

● mark-1.0 & signed mark-1.0 - RFC 7848

● rgp-1.0 - RFC 3915

● secDNS-1.1 - RFC 5910

Launch/Mark/SignedMark are all extensions for Launch phases. We are not 
planning on using them for .nz at this time.



Specific custom extensions
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The following are the specific custom extensions:

● fury 2.0 - Generic properties. Used for:

○ secondary error codes, 

○ language properties (contact), 

○ privacy properties (domain) 

○ reseller name properties (domain)

● fury-rgp-1.0 - RGP

○ Used for providing grace period end dates 



Specific custom extensions - example response
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This is an example domain info response containing the fury-rgb-1.0 and fury-2.0 extensions:

     <extension>
            <rgp:infData>
                <rgp:rgpStatus s="addPeriod"/>
            </rgp:infData>
            <fury-rgp:rgpInfo>
                <fury-rgp:rgpStatusEnd>2021-11-11T00:06:43.739Z</fury-rgp:rgpStatusEnd>
            </fury-rgp:rgpInfo>
            <fury:info>
                <fury:properties>
                    <fury:property>
                        <fury:key>PRIVACY</fury:key>
                        <fury:value>PRIVATE</fury:value>
                    </fury:property>
                    <fury:property>
                        <fury:key>RESELLER_NAME</fury:key>
                        <fury:value>My favourite reseller</fury:value>
                    </fury:property>
                </fury:properties>
            </fury:info>
        </extension>



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP Changes 
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No material differences
● Login - suggest using:

● Logout
● Domain Check
● Domain Delete
● Contact Info
● Contact Delete
● Retrieve Poll Messages
● Acknowledge Poll Messages

<svcExtension>
     <extURI>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:secDNS-1.1</extURI>
     <extURI>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:fury-2.0</extURI>        
</svcExtension>



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP Changes 
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Minor differences 

● Domain Renew
• SRS has a unit of months for domain period (domain:period 

unit="m").
• This is changing: IRS has a unit of years for domain period 

(domain:period unit="y")

● Contact Check
• One small difference in the response, SRS returns an avail value 

of "1" or “0” whereas IRS returns "true" or “false”



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Create 
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Authorisation information

IRS like most EPP implementations requires an authorisation code/password to be set by the 
registrar. This is different to SRS where the UDAI (authorisation code) was generated by the 
registry server and returned by a poll message.

Privacy

In SRS privacy is set at the contact level, this is changed in IRS to be at the domain level. To 
set privacy for a domain create in IRS you need to use the fury 2.0 extension and include the 
extension URI in the login command:

<extURI>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:fury-2.0</extURI>

Note: Like SRS, IRS will continue to store AuthInfo with one-way cryptography/password 
hashing. Registrars using EPP cannot use a domain:info response to fetch the existing 
authInfo, as we do not hold this information in the original form.

InternetNZ will attempt to align with the secure-authinfo-transfer IETF draft where 
practical.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-regext-secure-authinfo-transfer


SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Create 
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Contacts

● SRS requires the registrant contact and the admin contact. The tech contact 
was optional and defaulted to the registrar contact if not present.

● IRS requires the registrant, admin and tech contacts. A new optional billing 
contact is also able to be linked to a domain.

Term

● SRS has a unit of months for domain period (domain:period unit="m")
● IRS has a unit of years for domain period (domain:period unit="y")



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Create 
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Hosts

● SRS uses domain:hostAttr syntax. 
● IRS uses domain:hostobj syntax and the host objects must exist before 

performing the domain create, so use the host create command first

DNSSEC

● No change to the syntax. 
● IRS supports more algorithms than SRS (see DNSSEC Implementation in the 

IRS registrar guide). 
● IRS only supports 6 DS records, which is a reduction of the 10 SRS supports



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Info 
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In SRS you could validate a UDAI (authorisation code) using the domain info 
command. 

This is no longer possible in IRS. 

In IRS you can still use authorisation information to return additional information 
for domains not under your own registrar (which confirms the auth code is valid).

However for your own domains, the domain information is returned regardless of 
the authorisation code being valid or not.



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Restore (un-cancel) 
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In SRS there is no explicit restore command, instead a basic domain:update 
command is used to restore the domain.

In IRS the Domain Restore function is performed in two separate functions, a 
request and a report:
● A successful Domain Restore request will initiate the process to restore and 

renew domain names again for their Registrants. This can only be performed 
for domain names that have transitioned to a redemptionPeriod state.

● A successful Domain Restore report will complete the process but can only be 
performed on domain names that are in a pendingRestore state.

Domain Restore requests and reports are submitted as part of a domain update 
request. Following a successful restoration, the domain name will be transitioned 
to a Registered state.



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Transfer
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Hosts
Upon a successful transfer, IRS automatically transfers the sponsorship of all hosts that are 
subordinate to a transferred domain name. 

For example, if domain “example.nz” is transferred and host object “ns1.example.nz” exists, the 
host is also transferred. Hosts that are transferred when a domain name is transferred are 
listed in the Domain Transfer response.



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Transfer (continued)
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Status flags
The domain name cannot be transferred if any of the following status flags are set:

clientTransferProhibited 
(Registrars are not permitted to set clientTransferProhibited status)

serverTransferProhibited pendingTransfer

pendingCreate pendingDelete

pendingRenew pendingRestore

pendingTransfer pendingUpdate



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Transfer
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A domain name transfer involves the following constraints and characteristics.

● After a successful transfer, the registry will not prohibit another transfer from 
occurring.

● The transfer of a domain name that is done during Auto Renew Period, places 
the domain name in the registered stage of life.

● Domain names cannot be transferred during the Add Period or Pending Delete.
● Domain names can be transferred in the Redemption period.
● DNSSEC domain name transfers are supported between different registrars.

The domain name password (authorization code) is regenerated after a successful 
domain transfer.

Transfers are synchronous, a successful registrar to registrar transfer initiates a poll 
queue message from the registry to the losing registrar which informs the registrar 
of the action.



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Domain Transfer
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Domain Transfer operation codes
● Request - Authorization information is mandatory

● Approve - Not required - transfer requests are approved automatically

● Reject - Not required - registrars are not allowed to reject transfers

● Cancel - Not required - transfer requests are automatic

● Query - Will return details of the transfer



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Contact Create

Request Element SRS IRS Notes

<contact:id> Yes Yes  

<contact:postalInfo> Yes 

(type=”int”)

Yes 

(type=”loc”)

The IRS registry-supported type is “loc” 
indicating that the address is in a localized 
form. SRS had this set to “int” 

<contact:name> Yes Yes  

<contact:org> No Yes IRS supports the optional organisation field

<contact:addr> Yes Yes   

<contact:street> Yes (1-2) Yes (1-3) IRS supports up to 3 street address fields

<contact:city> Yes Yes

<contact:sp> Yes 

(optional)

Yes 

(optional)

Under IRS we will have no additional validation 
on the state/province field - TODO 
documentation still to be updated.



SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Contact Create

Request Element SRS IRS Comments

<contact:pc> yes (optional) yes (see note) When Canada, United States or New Zealand is selected, the Postal 
Code/Zip code becomes Mandatory and must be in the correct 
format for that country. For other countries, the postal code must be 
from zero (0) to sixteen (16) characters if entered.  NOTE these IRS 
validation rules are still being considered - any feedback on these 
rules would be appreciated.

<contact:cc> yes yes  

<contact:voice> yes yes (optional) In IRS the phone number is optional

<contact:fax> yes (optional) yes (optional)  

<contact:email> yes yes  

<contact:authInfo> yes yes  

<contact:disclose> yes

optional

yes

optional 

(ignored)

Under SRS the disclose element was used for selecting the individual 
privacy option. This is replaced by domain level privacy for individuals 
only in IRS.
In IRS the disclose element is accepted but is not functional and 
therefore ignored.



As mentioned under domain create, with the IRS system we are using host 
objects instead of host attributes that are part of the domain object. So 
this is a big difference between SRS and IRS.

The host object management is similar to that of contact object 
management and the requests are similar as well: 

● Host Info - retrieves detailed host information.
● Host Check - determines whether a host name is available for use and whether 

it can be created in the registry.
● Host Create - creates a host object, identified by its name, in the registry.
● Host Update - updates host information.
● Host Delete - deletes a host object from the registry.

SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Host Objects



There are no differences between the commands for retrieving and 
acknowledging poll messages. 

However:
● In SRS the UDAI was returned by a service message for a 

registrar domain create or registrar new UDAI request. This will 
not happen in IRS.

● In IRS all the service messages have changed - refer to the 
online help and Supplementary Documents > Error Codes and 
Messages

● In IRS poll messages expire - poll expiry time span is 30 days

SRS EPP -> IRS EPP - Poll Messages



EPP Documentation
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● It is important to note that the current documentation including the 
EPP Interface is available on the IRS Registrars Guide 7.16 
downloadable PDF with EPP Interface detailed in there. 

● There are still development and customisations happening to the IRS 
platform that will flow on to changes to the EPP API.

● You can use the documentation to get a sense of EPP API but it is 
important to note that is not not the final version.

● The documentation will be updated to reflect the upcoming releases.

● We also plan to add a section in our documentation devoted to the 
specific changes in the current EPP API to the new IRS EPP API

https://cdn.internetnz.nz/rekkzwWvegE6/Nqk-ZLO6gq.x6/IRS_Registrar_Guide_v7_16.pdf
https://cdn.internetnz.nz/rekkzwWvegE6/Nqk-ZLO6gq.x6/IRS_Registrar_Guide_v7_16.pdf


● We encourage you to get in touch with the project team and with 

other .nz registrars via the Slack channel.

● The primary contact(s) that you have nominated from your side 

should have received an invitation to join the Slack channel by now.

Slack channel



● We encourage you to keep a close eye on the fortnightly technical 
newsletter and to read the details we outline there.

● This newsletter goes to the key .nz registry replacement contacts in 
every registrar company. Please feel free to share it with your team as 
you see fit. 

A reminder about the newsletter



● Please use the registry.replacement@internetnz.net.nz email and the 

Slack channel to raise issues and ask questions about the 

environment. 

Process to raise issues with the current OTE environment

mailto:registry.replacement@internetnz.net.nz


● We encourage you to share your feedback on the IRS and the 

documentation.

● Your feedback will help us shape our InternetNZ Product 

Documentation website, the upcoming webinars and the registrars 

communications.

● At a later stage, we will also use your feedback to share our education 

and learning approach to new and existing .nz registrars.

Environment feedback



Key dates 
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● By December 22,  2021 InternetNZ to send connection forms to all .nz 
registrars for setting up access to the test environment (OTE).

● By 31 January 2022 Deadline for registrars to send connection forms back 
for access to the OTE.

● During February 2022 InternetNZ will update expected go live date range.

Formal OTE testing starts. 



Key dates (continued)
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● 1 April - June, 2022  Registrar testing within the OTE. 

● June - July 2022 Official testing ends and production onboarding kicks off.

● July - Aug/Sept 2022 Current tentative time frame for Go-Live/Production. 



Discussion topics for future meetings
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● Billing
● Registrar process change impacts



• We are happy to open the floor for any questions.

• We are aligning our plans for the next meeting & we will 
communicate the next meeting date.

Questions and next meeting schedule



Thank you.
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Please contact us at 
registry.replacement@internetnz.net.nz 
if you have any questions.

mailto:registry.replacement@internetnz.net.nz

